Newsletter for the Moor Pool Garden Suburb

F

rom the Chair

After three years of idleness following the sad
demise of The Moorpool Players, I found myself
being persuaded to attempt the impossible and step into the
shoes of the wonderful Sally Bourner. Sal, through her
dedication and hard work laid a foundation that will
contribute in no small measure to the difficult days that lie
ahead.
I had no idea what would follow!
I discovered Moor Pool 51 years ago at this time of year
and fell in love with the place so much that my house in
Margaret Grove was purchased on the strength of its
appearance and the beautiful springtime setting in which it
stood. A considerable amount of time had to be spent in
refurbishment and during that time I was kept supplied
with cups of tea, cakes and plenty of chat by kind
neighbours who went out of their way to make me feel
welcome. In all those years, not too much has changed,
apart from the number of cars in the road (I think there
were three in1969) but the spirit of Moor Pool remains as
strong as ever.
A couple of weeks ago Jules Bellingham announced that
she was establishing an initiative that she hoped would
ensure that all residents who needed help and advice would
be able to access it through contacts that would be
determined, to cover all roads on the Estate. A letter about
this was delivered to every house and I helped with a few
of them. By the time I got home, I’d received an offer of
help and since then have received more. Details of Jules’
brilliant endeavour can be found on page seven.
If these had been normal times, I would have been writing
about the activities of the Residents’ Association
Committee. We managed to meet on a couple of occasions
and have initiated steps to improve our website. We also
looked at future events, including the Good Friday trail in
the Nettlefold Garden which cannot of course go ahead.
However, Rachel, our brilliant Education Officer has come
up with a ‘safe’ alternative and details are in her article on
page six.
We have pencilled in the evening of Sat Nov 21st for a
Charity concert and time will tell if that’s possible.
We’ll try to remain in business to deal with day to day
routine concerns of residents. There may be worries about
shopping, food, lack of contact with other people, dog
walking and so on. Many of these will be picked up by
Jules’ army of volunteers but I’m happy to field any other
concerns and point people in the right direction. My phone
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No. is 0121 426 2134 and my email address is
johnwhealey@blueyonder.co.uk. On the matter of
shopping, I understand that Moor Pool News and Wine
(0121 428 1061) is happy to receive telephone orders and
can arrange delivery.
It will have become obvious that I’m well into the over
70s bracket but I’ve still managed to get out every day for
a walk around the estate and other local roads. I’ve
learned quickly the various manoeuvres that are necessary
to maintain the correct level of social distancing including
the complicated semaphore like hand signals of greeting.
It doesn’t always work though. I was walking up Pereira
Road and was being approached by another pedestrian.
Simultaneously we took the decision to cross over to the
other side and of course ended in a position of stalemate
in the middle of the road; a moment of hilarity to be
cherished. Before we found out that The Duck in its usual
form couldn’t be published, I suggested to Andrew that
we might invite people to send in accounts of any similar
‘isolation incidents’ that could be shared. He thought that
this would be a good idea and we can perhaps still do this
for publication in The Duck, in whatever future form it
takes.
One of my earlier memories is of being dressed in a red,
white and blue clown’s costume and walking around
Weoley Castle Square with my mother. I learned later that
we were celebrating V.E. Day in 1945. I’ve still got the
flag that was hung out of the window. The last time it was
used was in 1982 when Aston Villa won the European
Cup. Look it up if you don’t believe it. My hope is that it
can be put to further use when life returns to normal and
instead of red, white and blue, we could perhaps dress up
in Moor Pool Green.
Stay safe
John
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Forthcoming Events

Publication Dates

Coffee Mornings
Last Saturday of the
(except December)
month, 10:30-12:00
As a precaution against the ongoing corvid-19 crisis, the
Halls are closed during April and the situation will be
reviewed on a month by month basis. This may clearly
impact planned and future events.

Closing Date

Publication Date

30th May 2020

June 2020

25th July 2020

August 2020

26th September 2020

October 2020

21st November 2020

December 2020

Talk on Composting

Tuesday, May 5th

23rd January 2021

February 2021

Kids Craft Activity

Sunday, May 17th

27th March 2021

April 2021

Moor Pool Reading Group

Thursday, May 21st

Junior Allotment Session

Sunday, June 14th

Please send letters and articles for inclusion to
duck@moorpool.com by the closing date.

Circle Cinema

Sunday, June 21st

Local History Talk

Tuesday, July 7th

Fish and Chip Quiz

Saturday, July 11th

Local History Talk

Tuesday, August 11th

Heritage Festival

Sunday, September 13th

Kids Craft

Sunday, September 20th

Heritage Walk

Sunday, September 20th

Local History Talk

Tuesday, September 22nd

Fish and Chip Quiz

Saturday, October 17th

Moor Pool Memories

Saturday, October 24th

Local History Talk

Tuesday, November 3rd

Charity Concert

Saturday, November 21st

Residents’ Association AGM

Saturday, January 30th

Don’t Get in a Flap!
If your Duck does not arrive, gets
eaten by the dog, you want an extra
copy or live off the estate, then
current and past issues can be
downloaded from our web site at
www.moorpool.com. The latest issue
can be accessed through the quick
link: www.duck.moorpool.com

If you don’t know where you are going, you will probably
end up somewhere else.
Lawrence J Peter

MOORPOOL

NEWS & WINE
Please support your local shop
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Club & Society News
Moorpool Skittles Club

Circle Cinema

Sadly with the situation around Covid19 the Club has suspended all sessions
until further notice. The Winter Season
is only a few weeks from ending in any
case so has not been overly affected and
awards will still go ahead though when
they can be presented remains to be seen.

When we decided to postpone our
planned screening of Downton
Abbey on March 15th we feared we
were being over cautious. As it
turned out we were prescient of
increasingly frantic and escalating
government guidance and legislation over the following
week.

The Summer Season when play is on Mondays only
should have begun the week after Easter but obviously
this will be delayed. Rest assured as soon as we are all
given the ‘go ahead’ we will be back playing on this
wonderful Moorpool asset. Any queries to
keithwinkley61@gmail.com or Tina 0121 250 5385

Although we have tentatively pencilled in June 21st to
show the postponed Downton Abbey, it is clearly
uncertain what the coming months may hold for all of us
and this may well be postponed again as there is every
indication that we are in for the long haul on this.

Moorpool Tennis Club
- Love in the Time of Corona
Beware the Ides of March! This month
has certainly served up a far greater,
unimaginable crisis. As the Moor Pool
Estate shuts down, all its clubs and societies enter
imposed hibernation whilst Spring emerges from its
slumber. At Moorpool Tennis Club our courts were about
to be resurfaced, the grounds spruced up for the new
season, our members ready for play. We'd enjoyed our
table-tennis for much of the Winter, but were eager for the
outdoors. Sadly, not to be. For now at least.
We joined for exercise and fitness, for social activity and
also because we're proud of our little club's place in Moor
Pool's heritage. In this Covid-19 blighted Spring we
continue to get exercise where we can within the
government guidelines, and exercising at home. The
social aspect lives on through our WhatsApp group where
members share memes, articles and anecdotes. Committee
business carries on, too, planning for the future. As for
community, it’s reassuring to see the offers of help and
many acts of kindness online and practical. Keep fit,
focus on what you do have, find opportunities in
adversity. Stay at home! Stay safe, folks!

Kipsters Homemade
Biscuits
Just for Dogs

Kipsters Homemade Biscuits is a family run business which began
when our French Bulldog puppy Costa came into our lives. We
then began to look at food, ingredients and treats that
would provide him with the best nutrients and goodness to allow
him to continue with his busy life as a puppy. As a keen baker I
decided to bake him some biscuits that contained no additives
or preservatives and from that day forward Kipsters was born.

Order online at: www.kipsters.co.uk
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We will keep everyone updated through our web site, this
publication and our mailing list. If you are not already on
our mailing list and would like to be, please contact us
through the link below. Stay safe and keep your distance.
info@circlecinema.co.uk
www.circlecinema.co.uk

Harborne Village
Women's Institute
At our WI meeting on 10th
March we had a step-by-step
demonstration by a professional
make-up artists – Vicky, on how
to apply your own make up, including some useful tips on
sun protection.
Followed by a request from Smart Work charity for
donations of high-quality clothes for ladies attending job
interviews, who may not be able to afford business
clothes themselves.
A special meeting was held on Friday 13th March with
Preet Kaur Gill MP (British Labour Co-op part) for
Edgbaston. In acknowledgement of International
Women's Day, Preet gave a very interesting talk on how
and why she was drawn in Politics, her story of her
journey to become Britain's first female Sikh MP.
Unfortunately the April and May WI meetings have had
to be cancelled due to the COVID-19 outbreak. This is a
very difficult time for everyone, we don't know how long
this social isolation will last, but it is encouraging to see
so many of our members of our community signing up to
support various local services and charities. For more
information email: harbornevillagewi@gmail.com.

The trouble with the rat race is that even if you win, you’re
still a rat.
Lily Tomlin
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Club & Society News
Moor Pool Wildlife Group

Circle Cycling Club

Like most things, our Wildlife Group
planned activities have had to be
postponed. But … there’s such a lot of
nature to see and learn about in our own
gardens (apologies to anyone who doesn’t
have one) that staying at home doesn’t seem too bad!
Have a look at our web page www.wildlife.moorpool.com
where you can download a sheet of ideas for growing
stuff, discovering stuff and recording stuff. And there’s a
list of websites that offer ideas for nature-related kids’
activities ranging from online games to making a
wormery.

Our planned cycle ride on 21
March was cancelled due to bad
weather. We haven't been very
successful with the weather this
year and now we are having to disband due to the
Coronavirus crisis. It is sad, but our group is affiliated to
UK Cycling and cannot continue to meet under these
current circumstances. We hope to be able to continue
cycling individually, some of our members rely on their
cycles to get about and do their shopping etc. We will see
how things develop over the next few months.

Have you tried using iNaturalist yet? Anything you record
on the estate will count towards our ecology survey as we
seek to get a better understanding of our wild neighbours.
It’s a fascinating site with records from naturalists all over
the world. Our own iNaturalist project is at: https://
www.inaturalist.org/projects/moor-pool-wildliferecording. There’s a smartphone app so all you have to do
is take a recognisable photograph of a bird, plant, insect
etc and upload it – the iNat software suggests
identification so you learn as you go along. Happy nature
spotting!
Contact for further information about the Moor Pool
Wildlife Group: cathyperry22@gmail.com via our
Facebook page.

There is a coherent plan in the universe, though I don’t
know what it’s a plan for.
Fred Hoyle

The Circle Tennis Club
57 The Circle, Harborne.
Sadly, our social playing
sessions have been suspended
for a time and the courts have
been closed. Hopefully this will not be for too
long but, looking ahead to when we return to
normal, please keep the following information
in your files so you can join us.

We would like to thank our leader Peter Stroud for giving
us the opportunity to enjoy cycling in and around
Birmingham.

Moor Pool Reading Group
Unfortunately, our March meeting had
to be cancelled due to covid19
restrictions, however, the book we were
reading was “A Thousand Splendid
Suns” by Khaled Hosseini. This is his
second book and number one bestseller,
which weaves thirty years of turbulent Afghan history
through an intensely powerful story of family, friendship
and ultimately hope.
Mariam is an illegitimate child who only sees her adored
father once a week. On those precious days they go
fishing and he reads to her and gives her beautiful
presents, but she can never live with him. When she
decides to visit his home, a visit he does not acknowledge,
she returns to find her mother has hanged herself.
Determined that she will not secure a place in their
household, her father’s wives marry her off to Rasheed, an
elderly widower from Kabul, far enough for Mariam to be
safely forgotten. Theirs is a marriage that soon
deteriorates into brutality and misery, made worse got
Mariam by the arrival of the orphaned Laila and Rashid’s
decision to marry her. When Laila disappoints Rasheed
by bearing a daughter, she too finds herself the target of
his cruelty. Out of this unhappy household grows a
friendship which will bind the two women in a union as
close as any marriage and which will endure beyond
death.

If you are interested in joining our friendly,
thriving club that values beginners as well as
experienced players, competitive and social
players and members of all ages, then please
contact us via our website:

There was limited feedback from the Group by email,
which was very positive about this book and Khaled
Hosseini generally.

www.circletennisclub.net

Anyone interested in joining The Moor Pool Reading
Group should contact Gillian Morgan at
gillianmorgan@blueyonder.co.uk for more information.

We look forward to hearing from you.
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Our next meeting is provisionally on 21st May at 7.30pm.
Please check beforehand.
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Moor Pool Heritage Trust Update
I’m writing this looking out of the window on
a beautiful spring day with the garden coming
into full colour. Such are the few mercies of
the present position, and it’s often said that
Moor Pool is at its loveliest at this time of the
year. So do enjoy your socially distanced
daily walks, and perhaps explore that part of
the Estate you don’t already know.

We should also note the vital role for local
shopping played by Ballie, Mandy, Pavan and
Simran at Moor Pool News & Wine through
all of this. Please do get behind the shop and
its role in servicing the Estate.
Lastly the Trust’s AGM has been rearranged
from 29th March to Sunday 7th June at 2.30pm.
Let’s hope that this can take place.

We agreed the Hall should close in advance
of the official government restrictions. We
kept the Nettlefold Garden open for as long as
we could. There was no evidence of group gatherings
or contact in the sub 6’6” bracket – people were
enjoying its beauty responsibly. However, the
announcement of Monday 23rd was quite clear, and
we have closed it until we are permitted to re-open.

If there’s anything the Trust can do for you,
do let us know. Contact details as ever simon56.stirling@gmail.com or 07757 790539.
Look after yourselves and one another.
Simon Stirling
Chair

The Trust has a reasonable level of reserves to cope
with the Hall closure. We shall be reviewing the
various government-backed support schemes to see if
they are of use to us as more details become available.
But there have been rays of brightness and activity:
1. Many people have been very pleased with the recent
round of tree works carried out by Brian Richards
Tree Services. These reflected the works specified
in the 3-5 year time bracket per the tree survey we
commissioned in 2017. Brian was also kind enough
to install a number of bat boxes in the area around
the Moor Pool.
2. We are finally going to initial planning at
Birmingham City Council on the Hall toilets and
cloakrooms layout. Hopefully we will get a draft
response in reasonable time.
3. The Builders Yard Support area, to be known as the
Carless Ecology Centre, has come on extremely
well with aggregate laid down, disabled ramps laid
out and stairs constructed. If you’re going for that
daily walk in that area (between Carless Ave and
Wentworth Gate), do take a peek through the fence.
Hopefully our contractor will be able to get back on
site once this is over.
Moor Pool Heritage Trust stands firmly behind all those
people helping out at this time. A recent Facebook post
highlighted NHS employees – there are many, many of
these amazing dedicated workers living across the Estate.
We fully support the joint MRA/MPHT Neighbour Help
volunteer scheme circulated recently and outlined by Jules
Bellingham in this Duck. The response has been
overwhelming and gratifying. We are more than happy
for the Hall to be used for food collection or other
community activity, should the need and regulations
permit.

In physics, you don’t have to go around making trouble for
yourself - nature does it for you.
Frank Wilczek

The cost of the Moor Pool Duck is supported by our advertisers. If you use their services, please mention us.
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Education Update
from Rachel West, Education Project Officer

Sudoku

I hope this update finds all Duck readers hale and hearty. The busyness and bustle of the early part of the year has come to a temporary
halt, but living in Moor Pool, we still have so much to be thankful for.
Enjoying the spring blooms, longer brighter days and the positivity of
the Moor Pool community means there is a lot to be grateful for. As
you may have seen, we have had to postpone several of our upcoming
events, and upcoming school visits have also had to be cancelled.
Because of the current rules regarding staying at home and social
distancing it has also been necessary to postpone outdoor events
which were going to be held in the Nettlefold Garden like the Easter
Trail. At the moment, we have put together a brilliant ‘Going on a
Bear Hunt’ trail around the Estate for children to spot if they are going
for a walk; keeping them entertained while getting some fresh air and
observing social distancing. How many teddy bears can you spot in
windows around Moor Pool as you walk around? Over Easter, we are
hoping to put up some Easter themed pictures for children to spot in
windows in some of the Moor Pool houses, so look out for those in a
couple of weeks time if you are out for a walk.
While the upcoming events and sessions have unfortunately been
cancelled, I will be spending my time reviewing our education offer as
well as developing some more trails and resources, including
revisiting the Winterbourne Oral History Project. If you have ideas for
events or activities, this is a great time for us to develop them
together, so please do get in touch.
Depending on when the current restrictions are relaxed, we will be
looking to reschedule as many of the events as we can, and as soon as
I know more, I will be sharing the information through all the usual
communication channels. I can’t wait to see you all again in person,
but until then stay safe and stay home!
Rachel West
Education Project Officer
education@moorpoolhall.com

0121 426 2908

Just Eat announced on Jan 28th that it has signed a deal
“to become the second exclusive delivery partner for
McDelivery”
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Moor Pool COVID-19 Help Team
Well, we have had an amazing response to our appeal for
Volunteers to join the Moor Pool Covid-19 Help
Team……not that I’d expect anything less from our
fantastic community! We really do appreciate the
benefits and value of a good community here on Moor
Pool.
Thank you to each and every Volunteer for coming
forward.
As per the flyer we circulated to each house on the estate,
our aim is simply to create a team of Volunteers who can
support anyone on the Moor Pool Estate who may be selfisolating due to the coronavirus - and who therefore can’t
get out.
We are hoping to help by:


Going shopping



Collecting prescriptions



Alleviating the boredom of social isolation – by
phone calls, entertainment suggestions, book drops/
swaps, letter writing etc

We now have a list of Volunteers who have been divided
up into Quadrants to support each street/zone on the Moor
Pool Estate. Our teams have been briefed on helping you
in a safe way. We are also linking in with wider
Birmingham organisations such as Birmingham
Voluntary Service Council to ensure we are not
duplicating support across the city where possible.
If you need help, please contact Jules Bellingham in the
first instance. Even if you are just bored at home and
want a chat! Jules will then allocate a Volunteer team to
help you. Our Volunteers are from the Estate, and we
will endeavour to support you with someone you know, or
someone who lives on your street. Contact:
(jcbmoorpool@gmail.com or 0797 0620415).
This is very much a moving picture, so if anyone has
ideas about how we can support people or things we could
do better etc….please do let Jules Bellingham know!
We are hoping to get a small webpage up and running
shortly, linked to the Moor Pool Residents’ Association
website. This will provide further information and ideas
for how to get through this with a smile on our faces.
If all else fails, remember we are coming into Moor
Pool’s most beautiful time of year as the bulbs and green
spaces come alive – that surely helps us all smile a little.
Any concerns or ideas, please contact me.
Stay safe,
Jules
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Nettlefold Notes
Nettlefold Garden opened daily earlier than planned as a
response to Coronavirus but has since closed indefinitely
following the Prime Minister's latest strictures and (as far
as the garden is concerned), the decision of MPHT
following the recommendations of the Police. It will
reopen at the first possible (safe) opportunity.
Wherever we are, government guidelines should of course
be followed but one 'hot spot' which might not be thought
of is the fur of all our friendly estate cats – who greet and
are greeted by all – especially the young.
Primroses, oxslips and cowslips are all flowering
profusely in the woodland area – they obviously like it!
There are also violets 'which come before the cuckoo
dares’ – along the woodland border. Also the goodly
display of daffodils has been slowly coming to floriation.
The early cherry by the tennis court has also been
blossoming and so has the new one at the end of the north
border.

Polar ice caps are melting six times faster than they were
in the 1990's – New Scientist 21/3/20
Trees (again). Trees are normally thought to be a 'good
thing' – they mitigate climate and conserve moisture – but
the downside is that in colder climates they may actually
retain heat overall and contribute to warming the regional
atmosphere. Also, if large scale planting programmes
involve ploughing the ground first then a good deal of
CO₂ is released – more than the trees will potentially
absorb. Planting on poorer soils may also release CO₂
which is already stored. Tree planting alone will always be
no more than a 'holding operation' (with other sideeffects). (Source New Scientist 8/2/20).
Follow Nettlefold gardens on Facebook and Twitter for
more updates:
@NettlefoldGdn www.moorpooltrust.com

While putting up the new bat boxes by the pool a
nuthatch was spotted flitting about in the undergrowth.
The Government's Cobra meetings sound as if they are
intended - and should - result in instant action – but the
truth is that the name has a rather more mundane origin:
Cabinet Office Briefing Room A.
Global Warming Before the industrial revolution CO₂
(carbon dioxide) was present at around 280ppm (parts per
million) in the air (the rest was oxygen and nitrogen). This
has been measured from ancient ice cores from Greenland
and elsewhere. When monitoring of the current air started
in earnest in the 1950's it had risen to 315ppm. During the
last decade the rate has risen by more than 2ppm per year
on average. It is projected to be 411.5 for 2019 and 414.2
for 2020 (close on 60% up on 1700.) The rise is partly
due to the 37 gigatonnes emitted each year from fossil
fuels (coal and gas). The good news is that half of this is
absorbed naturally by plants and oceans – but that varies
due to global weather patterns affecting plant growth.
(Source: New Scientist 1/2/ 20).

Company
Our aim is to be as green as your garden
All aspects of garden maintenance/tree
surgery/landscaping/fencing/hedge
trimming/mowing/weeding/rotovating
ponds. All waste fully recycled.
Call Simon for a free quotation
07928 677594
or e-mail
greengardeningcompany193@gmail.com
Discounted service available.
Enhanced CRB available
for your peace of mind.
Sudoku Solutions
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ENTERPRISE WINDOW CLEANING SERVICES
LOCAL FAMILY BUSINESS CLEANING WINDOWS ON THE
MOORPOOL ESTATE FOR OVER 20 YEARS


Internal & External, Velux and difficult windows



Gutters cleaned



UPVC cleaned



Conservatory roofs



Patios, driveways and decking cleaned



Fully insured

Contact details:
Steve Brain
9 West Pathway
Harborne
Tel: 07961163305 / 0121 247 6696
email: stephen.brain63@sky.com

The Moor Pool Duck 9
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James Ernest
Optometry
Harborne’s best kept secret
Exclusive Eye wear from only £79.00
Our Services
Comprehensive eye examination
Contact lens specialist

0121 448 6606

Dry eye clinics

jeoptometry@gmail.com

Evening Appointments

www.jamesernestoptometry.com

Spectacle re-glazing service

26 The Circle,

NHS Patients also welcome

Harborne,

in a ‘no pressure’ environment

Birmingham B17 9DY

Web Words
Find as many words that contain the central letter (T)
You can only use each letter once
If the same letter appears twice, you may use it twice
Plurals are allowed
Proper nouns and adjectives are not allowed
There is at least one 9-letter word
Alternative spellings are allowed (e.g. USA/UK variations)
Targets:
18 words - Not really trying
35 words - OK
59 words - Pretty good
132 words - move over Susie Dent

There is no crossword in this issue because Artemonas is unwell. I’m sure
you will all join me in wishing her a speedy and complete recovery.

Membership of Moor Pool Residents’ Association
I/We wish to join the Moor Pool Residents’ Association

Name
Address
Postcode

Phone

e-mail
The annual subscription of £5 per household can be paid by cash or cheque (payable to Moor Pool Residents' Association) delivered to
the membership secretary, Maureen Mauser at 56 Carless Avenue together with this form. You can also pay by standing order (form
downloadable from www.moorpool.com) or through online banking to: Moor Pool Residents' Association, sort code 30-19-14, account
number 03808193. Please also return this slip for our records. All personal data is held in compliance with GDPR.
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Reference if paying by
electronic transfer:

duck@moorpool.com

